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Women's Equality
Day Celebrated with
original play by local
celebrity, Bette Yeager
By Jennifer
Roberts
News Editor
UAH
recognized
Women's Equality Day
2000 with the performance
of Women Great of Heart:
Pat tie Ruffner Jacobs and
Hallie Farmer,a one-woman
play both written and per
formed by Bette Yeager, a
local actress and play
wright.
A week prior to the per
formance at UAH's Chan
Auditorium on August
26th, the play successfully
debuted in New York City
before members of the
American Repertory The
atre Company. UAH also
saw a large, as well as di
verse, turnout of audience
members, including Gov
ernor Don Siegelman and
his family.
Yeager has spent the last
year preparing the play for
its local debut on Women's
Equality Day, a celebration
of the passage of the 19lh
amendment, which gave
women voting rights in
federal elections.
Yeager's play centers

around two women who
were activists for women's
voting rights.
Pattie
Ruffner Jacobs was a suf
fragist from Birmingham,
and Dr. Hallie Farmer was
an
educator
from
Montevallo. The play reenacts some of the high
lights of the suffragist
movement in Alabama, in
cluding Ruffner's exten
sive
campaign
for
women's voting rights,
and Dr. Farmer's lifelong
effort to repeal the poll tax.
Yeager is known around
the Huntsville theatre
scene for her title role in
Shirley Valentine and. for her
own adaptation of Virginia
Woolf's A Room of One's
Ozvn. However, Women
Great of Heart: Pattie Ruffner
Jacobs and Hallie Farmer is
Yeager's first attempt at
authoring an original play
for adult audiences.
Yeager's play and the
New York workshop pro
duction were supported in
part by the UAH Women's
Studies Program.
For more information
on the Women's Studies
Program at UAH, call Dr.
Rose Norman at 824-6210.

SEDS satellite project proves
successful at Utah conference
By Jennifer S.
libbs
Copy Editor
Chris Brown and Ja
son Rupert, members of
SEDS (Students for the
Exploration and Devel
opment of Space), at
tended the 14th annual
AIAA Small Satellite
Conference at Utah State
University in Logan,
Utah, on August 20-24.
They presented an ex
hibit on SEDSat-I, the sat
ellite built by UAH-SEDS
members and launched
in October 1998. The con
ference covered a variety
of topics in the small sat
ellite field, including ad
vanced sensor and cam
era concepts, micro-pro
pulsion techniques, min
iaturized structures and
controllers, optical and
radio frequency commu
nications techniques, ad
vanced electronics and
distributed processing,
internet access to space
craft, and current launch
platforms.
Several sessions cov
ered status of existing
small satellite missions,
particularly university

Chris Brown, along with others, represented UAH in the 14th annual AIAA Small
Satellite Conference at Utah State University on August 20-24. (Photo courtesy of
Chris Brown)
and student-run projects.
Reports indicated that ev
ery group that has
launched a small satellite
has had the same trials and
great successes as UAH's
SEDSat project.
In addition to the great

educational value of the
conference, SEDS members
also made several new con
tacts at NASA and aero
space companies and uni
versities. The most impor
tant thing that the SEDSers
left the conference with is

the knowledge that the
SEDSat mission was a
successful one, and that
there are numerous op
portunities for a future
small satellite project
from UAH.

ASPIRE to help the mathematically deprived
By Jason Moore
News Writer
The
Alabama
Supercomputing Program
to Inspire Computational
Science (ASPIRE) has been
applauded by the U.S. De
partment of Education as
being an exemplary pro
gram in its teaching of
math and science skills.

The program teaches the
skills in such a way that is
provocative and engaging
for both boys and girls.
ASPIRE was one of five
programs in the country
recognized by the U.S. De
partment of Education as a
"Promising Gender Equity
Program in Math, Science,
and Technology." The
honor was announced on
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Liberal
Arts,
Careers,
and You

Why study
political science?
Dr. Andree Reeves
Associate Professor, Department of
Political Science
The Greek word "idiot" referred to one who
took no interest in the affairs of state. To avoid
that trap, students can take advantage of offerings
of the Department of Political Science to study
governments and politics. UAH extends unique
from a liberal arts education, as well as from rela
lively small classes, personal attention from fac
ulty members and an exciting exploration of the
world.
As one avenue for exploring from a liberal arts
education, political science serves as an integral
element of a broad-based undergraduate educa
tion that prepares students to respond to the needs
of society in a variety of careers and professions.
A general education will render individuals bet
ter able to face the challenges of a changing soci
ety. Those with substantial liberal arts exposure
will have an advantage over people with narrow
training whose careers fall victim to technologi
cal change. Through study of governments and
governance^ students are trained to think clearly,
critically and analytically. Political Science fosters
the cultivation of skills in reasoning, synthesis of
complex information, decision-making and oral
and written communication.
In its broadest sense, politics is the means by
which people live together more or less peaceably.
It is how we relate to others—the individual and
society To enable us to cohabit, our forbears es
tablished general rules of conduct—govern
ments—to regulate and distribute the resources
of the world.
Almost as old as society itself, political science
focuses on fundamental questions of governance.
Given that some sorts of governments are neces
sary for the survival of society, how should they
be constituted and how can they most effectively
serve the people they govern? Toward that end,
we analyze the theories of behavior and gover
nance, as well as the institutions, procedures and
policies that enable us to coexist. We are interested
in the origins, evolution, and decline of govern
ments; the conditions necessary for the creation
of governments; the conflicts among governments;
and the structure of governments. We also study
the people who constitute these governments in
terms of their values and political behavior. We
scrutinize the relationships between the governors
and the governed.
The discipline of political science is diverse. As
both a liberal art and a social science, it includes
American government and politics, which focuses
on American institutions and processes; compara
tive politics, which deals with institutions and
processes of other nations; international politics
and organization, which treats the relationships
among governments and international entities;
political philosophy; political economy; and re
search methods. More specifically, within the
broader fields of American and comparative poli-

See Liberal Arts, page 3
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Congress may lower Pell Funds
By Caryn
Rousseau
Washington
Correspondent
Stress over buying
books, finding your 9:30
a.m. class or even going to
football games might be
come things of the past for
some students.
That is if Congress
votes to lower Pell Grant
funding or bans gambling
on college sports.
Congress will make
decisions that directly af
fect the lives of students
when it reconvenes Tues
day, September 5.
Some of the decisions
may become law. Some
will stay stagnant in com
mittees until next year.
But education is a hot
ticket item in Washington
D.C. and you can bet that
politicians want to come
home in November laud
ing increased funding or

decreased classroom size.
Congress introduces thou
sands of pieces of legisla
tion each year. TMS Cam
pus gathered a short list to
keep an eye on because it
could affect your day-to
day life and your financial
future.
Pell Grant Expansion
Act of 1999 - This legisla
tion could help students
who find that working at
the campus bookstore or
Burger King still isn't
making ends meet.
The bill would increase
the maximum available
Pell Grant from $3,125 to
$7,000 per student over
the next three years. For
now the bill is in the
House's education sub
committee.
Make College Afford
able Act of 1999 - Loving
that income tax refund?
Cutting past the political
lingo, this legislation's
goal is to change tax code
to provide a full deduction

legislation to travel to and
take classes at foreign col
leges and universities.
It sets aside about $1.5
million dollars for this ef
fort. The House already
passed this and it is await
ing attention in theSenate,
where it is in the educa
tion committee.
Campus Protection Act
- This legislation would
require that convicted
sexually violent offenders
notify institutions of
higher education of that
status.
It is still in the house
awaiting attention from
both the judiciary and
education committees.
Remember that these
bills are the just the tip of
the bureaucratic iceberg in
Washington and that leg
islation, codes, decisions
are made every day that
affect students' lives.
© TMS Campus, 2000

for higher education ex
penses and a tax credit for
student loans. As of right
now it is in the House's
Ways and Means commit
tee and the Senate's Fi
nance committee.
Combating Illegal Col
lege and University Gam
bling Act - No need to
worry about immediate
action here, but this legis
lation would set up a
panel to investigate illegal
gambling on college
sports.
After making investi
gations the panel would
make recommendations
to Congress to rectify any
problems it finds. Right
now it is in committees in
both the House and the
Senate, but it's not too
early to rethink that Big 10
pool.
International Aca
demic Opportunity Act of
2000 - Students with lim
ited finances can receive
up to $5,000 under this

Across the Campus
Do you think repercussions should have been
taken against SGA President James Kodrowski?

Photos by Dauphne Rogers

Mike
Brown

Nichole
Edwards

Nicole
Czura

Roya
Forough

Senior
Computer
Engineering

Senior
Nursing

Junior
Communication
Arts

Freshman
Undecided

"I do think they are appro

"Yes, as he should have
respected the rules and
regulations that go with
the situation."

"Yes, he has the responsi
bility to act appropriately
since he was representing
so many groups on cam
pus."

"Yes, because he is sup
posed to set a standard.

priate, but not to the sever
ity of impeachment."

Women's Community Health Center
Abortion Service
Free Regular Pregnancy Testing
Huntsville's Only Clinic
Licenced by the State of
Alabama to perform Abortions

533.9228
131 Longwood Dr. SW

Toll Free
1-800-666-9228
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Be prepared to shop around for Mr. Right
By Julie Chen
Campus Correspon
dent - University of
Texas at Austin
Okay career women,
listen up. You're a grow
ing breed.
Making the grade and
snagging that recommen
dation is probably not
your biggest obstacle.
Brains, beauty, bravery.
Check, check, check. Hav
ing it all is the name of the
game.
Boys? There are prob
ably more of them calling
than you know what to do
with, which is just as well.
There is no better time in
life to date than when in
college. At least you know
they can read.
But ironically, many
college women are
equally frustrated with
finding a fulfilling rela
tionship. Already found
Mr. Right?
Read no further. Con
sider yourself a step
ahead: one more item
crossed off from that evertrailing list of "Things To
Do Today. Or Very, Very
Soon."

For the rest of us who
must face the idiosyncra
sies of reality-juggling —
work, school, community
service, exercise, ambi
tion, family and friends —
the desire for "a perfect
romance" creates an extra
twist on that already hec
tic life.
Oh, don't deny it. The
complaints are profuse
and have all been aired.
"He's so laid back...he's
downright lazy!"
"He's cute but there's
no chemistry. He's no fun.
What a dud."
"Argh, doesn't he care
about the corruption of
our government?"
"He wants commit
ment—eek! I can't even
commit to my GPA."
And voted most popu
lar: "He's too demanding
— I don't have that kind
of time!"
If only interpersonal
relationships came with a
manual.
But luckily, through
personal experience, dat
ing can be compared —
almost too perfectly — to
another familiar sport:
shopping.
(And with "minimum

input, maximum output"
being such a popular man
tra to success, may some
one else's bane be your
blessing.)
Tip number one: try on
everything. Assumptions
can be the root of demise
of all potentially beautiful
relationships. Give the
guy a chance.
If you don't try on the
dress, assuming the color
won't look good on you or
it might not fit right, you
might miss out on a really
good deal. And just be
cause it looks good from
afar doesn't mean it is.
Many of them like to talk
about how much they
work out to look that
g
o
o
d
.
Two: don't hesitate to re
turn or toss out any unsat
isfactory merchandise. If
after you've given him a
chance but he makes you
unhappy, please do not let
your boundless compas
sion rear its nagging head.
Staying in a bad relation
ship may not be worth the
price.
Do you give 100 per
cent and get 10 percent?
Does he use and abuse
you? Please do what

you'd do with shoes that
don't fit.
Three: if you know a
good thing when you see
it, treat it right. Guys are
the same way: they don't
know what you're think
ing.
At least, give them a
hint. What they know is
based on what you do.
That is a truth held to be
self-evident. If that perfect
dress needs dry cleaning,
take it in.
Four: be careful of
fraudulent goods. There
will be a few Don Juans
along the way who will
say everything you want
to hear and do everything
you want a guy to do, but
they won't mean it. Not all
Prada purses are made by
Prada. There are guys who
fit the stereotype: they do
not think with their brains.
(No explanation neces
sary.)
Five: have a general
sense of what you're look
ing for. You don't want to
waste an entire day at the
mall, not that a busy
woman like you would.
But, not knowing what
you want doesn't always
have good results: more

money is spent—not a
great bargain gained.
Ditto with accepting dates
without regard to who
asks. Sometimes, it's noth
ing lost and nothing
gained. More often, the
repercussions can are
harsh, especially if it's the
wrong guy whispering
sweet nothings into your
drunken ear.
Finally: don't be afraid
of falling in love. Thinking
about how you could con
quer the world with that
little red dress is not the
same as actually letting
yourself do so.
If you like the guy, girl
friend, just like him. Don't
deceive yourself with a Ican't-fall-right-now-Ihave-to-save-the-worldfirst antic. Avoiding the

sales never got you very
far. Victory will be yours
when you find a man
whose intellect matches
his biceps. A man whose
humor will erase the blun
ders that set your ambi
tions off-course. And ide
ally, a man whose under
standing will ease every
pain of your crazy life,
which seems to run on a
cycle of 30-hour-long
days.
But, like everything
else that you had to work
hard for in college, you'll
have to find Mr. Perfect
the way you find that per
fect sale: like a woman on
a mission.
After all, wasn't your
dogma, she who hath all
inherits all?
© TMS Campus, 2000

Cort Shuttle
6610 Old Madison Pike. Suite I04A

721 0577

www.cortshuttle.com

"Let us buy the gas."
Round-trip shuttle service from Huntsville
to the Birmingham and Nashville Airports!

ROBOT DESIGN
CHALLENGE
ASSOCIATION FOR UNMANNED VEHICLE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL
INTELLIGENT GROUND VEHICLE COMPETITION
Preparations are being made for UAH to enter a national robot competition. Interested stu
dents are invited to join a multi-disciplinary team to design, build, test, enter, and win the com
petition. A panel of faculty advisers will be available for consultation and the Huntsville Path
finder Chapter of the AUVSI has offered financial assistance. Support has also been offered by
the US Army Unmanned Ground Vehicle Joint Program Office on Redstone Arsenal.
All interested students may participate and those with backgrounds in engineering, program
ming, computer vision and image processing, computer science, marketing, technical writing,
and web page design are particularly encouraged to join. Course credit is the option of the stu
dent's major department.
CONTEST SPONSORS include:

ARTEMIS
2000 First Place Winner

US Department of Transportation

FORD Motor Company

Society of Automotive Engineers

General Dynamics

US Tank and Automotive Command

United Defense

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Dr. John Piccirillo,

Electrical & Computer Engineering

EB 223, 824-6032, jpicciri@eb.uah.edu
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Charger
Sportsline
A QUICK UPDATE FROM UAH ATHLETICS

Men's Soccer
Barry 3, UAH 2

Women's Soccer
UAH 3>USC-Aiken 2
UAH 5, Lee 4 (Of)?-' -

Arkansas Tech 3, UAH 0
UAH 3, Missouri Southern State 1
Missouri Western State 3, UAH 2
UAH 3, Southern Indiana 2

Intramurals
UAH Intramurals is having its captains' meetings
today. All three sports' meetings will take place in
room 110 in Spragins Hall. The flag-football meet
ing is first at 6:00 pan. Next Is indoor volleyball's
meeting at 6:30 p.m. Lastly 4-on-4 sandpit volley
ball meets at 7:00 p.m. At least one representative
from each team is asked to attend to receive a
schedule of game times and dates. A $20 forfeit
deposit should also be paid at the meeting as well.

(Cl}£
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Sports

Lady Chargers nip Lady Flames in
overtime to win Sweetspot Classic
By Ronak Patel

Sports Writer
The UAH Lady Charg
ers, who opened the sea
son with a heartbreaking
loss in double overtime to
North
Georgia,
re
bounded this past week
end to win the Sweetspot
Classic at Charger Field.
The Lady Chargers, who
beat USC-Aiken 3-2 in the
opener of the classic on
Friday, beat the Lee Lady
Flames 5-4 on Saturday in
overtime in an exciting
game that was high scor
ing (both teams combined
for nine goals) as well as
marred by physical play.
The Lady Charger
jumped out quickly to a 20 lead within the first ten
minutes of play. Freshman
Cory Vilders scored the
Lady Chargers' first goal
on a penalty kick at the
seventh minute of action
and fellow freshman
Mackey Habisreitinger
tallied the second goal for

the Lady Chargers at the
nine-minute
mark.
Habisreitinger's goal
came from about forty to
forty five yards out as she
floated the kick beauti
fully over the Lady
Flames goaltender, April
Woods.
Lee wasn't about to go
away though, as they
quickly retaliated with
two quick scores at the
16th and 24 minutes re
spectively. Nicole Bishop
and Malia Dyer scored the
goals for the team from
Cleveland, Tennessee.
UAH took the lead again
at the 41st minute when
another freshman, Eliza
beth Dubberly scored to
put UAH up at halftime 32.

The Lady Flames
kicked off the second half
scoring with a goal from
Malia Dyer, her second
goal of the game, to tie the
score at 3-3. There was no
more scoring for about 29
minutes
until
Habisreitinger scored her
second goal of the game at
the 77th minute mark to
put the Lady Charger up
4-3 with about thirteen
minutes left in regulation
play. What seemed to be
the game-winning goal for
the Lady Chargers was
not to be as Nicole Bishop
scored about forty sec
onds later to tie the game
at 4-4. The Lady Chargers
had a couple of opportu-

Meg Guice moves the ball down field against USCAiken. The Women's Soccer Team won both of their
games this past weekend at Charger Field. (Photo by
Danny Parker)
nities to close out the
game at the tail end of
regulation, but were
snuffed out by a couple of
missed shots and offside
calls. Thus, the game went
into overtime, and about
four minutes into the ex
tra period, freshman Cory
Vilders scored on a

breakaway goal that help
propel the Lady Chargers
over the Lady Flames 5-4
in overtime. By the win
ning the Sweetspot Clas
sic for the second straight
year, the Lady Chargers

See Soccer,
page 6

Left: Angela Cardwell attempts to go around a USC-Aiken defender. Below: Julia
Brooks streaks down the field in one of the two UAH victories in the Sweetspot
Classic. (Photos by Danny Parker)
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Volleyball opens 2000 season
By Renea
Harrison
Sports Writer

many of us have been
practicing and playing to
gether for several years.
Hopefully, with that
nucleus and our excellent
freshmen class, we will
continue to grow closer
and better."
The next match was not
so productive for the UAH
Volleyball team. They fell
to Missouri Western State
two games to three. UAH
won the first game 15-12,
then were defeated in the
next two, 15-9 and 15-8.
The Lady Chargers fought
back in the fourth game to
win 15-13, but were un
able to hold on in the final
game and sadly lost 17-15.
The loss came in spite of
Ellen LaFiore's 22 kills and
22 digs. Melissa Feldman
also had 14 kills coupled
with Jane Baumgartner's
18 digs.
In the final game of the
tournament, the Lady
Chargers were deter
mined to end the weekend
on a happy note. The
match against Southern
Indiana turned out to be
just that. The Chargers
came out strong, winning
the first two games 15-8

The UAH Lady Charg
ers Volleyball team
opened the season on
what some might call an
uncertain note. The Lady
Chargers played four
matches in their seasonopening tournament, the
UAH/Holiday Inn-Space
Center Invitational Tour
nament. The tournament
took place September 1-2
at UAH's Spragins Hall.
Play began for the Lady
Chargers on Friday, Sep
tember 1.
Their first opponent
was Arkansas Tech.
Coach Laura Taube and
her rather young squad
came ready to play. Un
fortunately, their first
match of the season would
also be their first loss. Ar
kansas Tech soundly de
feated the Lady Chargers
Lindsay Dunham attacks the ball in Friday's victory
in three short games, 15over Missouri Southern State. (Photo by Danny
3, 15-12 and 15-7. Junior
Parker)
Ellen Lafiore led the of
and 15-4.
However, back, winning the next
fense with 13 kills. It was
Southern Indiana would
See Volleyball,
a tough way to open the
not be sent home that
page 6
new season for the Lady
quickly. They fought
Chargers. Arkansas Tech
had already played sev
eral matches this season,
Date Site
Opponent
Time/Result
but this was the first for
September
the young Chargers team.
1
Home
UAH/Holiday Inn
LO-3
With only four juniors and
Space
Center
Toumey
no seniors, the Lady
Arkansas Tech
Chargers are working
1
Home
UAH/Holiday Inn
W 3-1
hard to fill the void that
Space
Center
Toumey
could possibly come from
Missouri Southern State
lack of experience. While
2
Home
UAH/Holiday Inn
L2-3
the team was certainly not
Space
Center
Toumey
happy with their level of
Missouri Western State
play in the first match,
2
Home
UAH/Holiday Inn
W 3-2
they were confident that
Space
Center
Toumey
they could overcome it.
Southern Indiana
Freshman
Melissa
7
Cleveland, TN
Lee University
7:00 PM
Feldman stated, "Of
13
Memphis, TN
Christian
Brothers
Univ
7:00
PM
course I would have liked
15/16 Emporia, KS
Emporia
State
Tournament
TBA
my first collegiate game to
17
Home
"Lincoln Memorial Univ.
2:30 PM
have been a win, but I was
19
Montevallo, AL
"Univ.
of
Montevallo
7:00 PM
not devastated by the loss.
23
Pensacola, FL
"Univ.
of
West
Florida
1:00
PM
I knew that it was our first
24
Valdosta, GA
"Valdosta
State
Univ.
12:00
PM
match and we would im
26
Home
"Univ.
of
North
Alabama
7:00
PM
prove.
October
Feldman was correct
3
Columbus, MS
"Mississippi Univ. for Women 7:00 PM
about that. The Lady
6/7
Warrensburg, MO
Central
Missouri St.
TBA
Chargers certainly imUniv.
Tournament
• proved in their next match
10
Home
"Univ. of Montevallo
7:00 PM
against Missouri Southern
13/14 Arkadelphia, AR
Henderson
State
Toumey
State. They won this
18
Harrogate, TN
"Lincoln Memorial Univ.
12:00 PM
match three games to one
21
Home
"Univ.
of
West
Alabama
6:00 PM
with game scores of 922
Home
"Valdosta
State
Univ.
2:00
PM
15,15-6,15-5 and 15-10.
24
Carrollton, GA
"St.
Univ.
of
West
Georgia
6:00
PM
Cathryn Sterling exhibited
26
Florence, AL
"Univ. of North Alabama
7:00 PM
excellent play with 13 kills
27
Florence, AL
Truman
St.
Univ.
4:00
PM
and 9 digs to lead the
28
Home
Central
Missouri
St.
Univ.
1:00
PM
Chargers both offensively
31
Home
"Mississippi Univ. for Women 7:00 PM
and defensively. Junior
November
Lindsay Dunham at
1
Livingston, AL
" Univ. of West Alabama
7:00 PM
tributes the win to the
3
Home
"Univ.
of
West
Florida
7:00 PM
"improvement in the
5
Home
"St.
Univ.
of
West
Georgia
1:00
PM
chemistry within the
11/12 Eastern Division
Gulf
South
TBA
team." She states, "It is
Winner
Conference Tournament
true that we are lacking a
"Denotes
Gulf
South
Conference
games. All times Central Standard. Schedule
senior class. However,
subject to change without prior notice.

2000 UAH Volleyball Schedule
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Fantasy
Sports
Tip
By Danny
Parker
Sports Editor
Fantasy sports action is heating up. Fantasy
baseball is winding down while fantasy football
is just starting up.
If you are still in contention for a league crown,
now is the time to take control of your baseball
league. In many leagues, owners are seriously
neglecting their teams or have given up com
pletely at this point Most teams should have their
pick of free agents.
There are a few players of mention that might
help you finish the season strong. Russ Ortiz,Todd
Walker, Chan Ho Park, Mark Quinn, Octavio Dotel
and Ryan Kohimeier are all producing very qual
ity numbers of late.
After struggling for most of the season with an
earned run average of over six, Ortiz has become
one of the hottest pitchers in the game. Since July
13, the San Francisco Giants' right-hander has gone
8-2, including seven straight victories. Over that
stretch, Ortiz's ERA for the season has dropped
over two runs from 6.92 to 4.91.
Park has also been dominate of late. The LA
Dodgers have always thought that the Korean
hurler had the best stuff of anyone in the organi
zation. This season, he is finally starting to live
up to his expectations. He has not allowed more
than three earned runs in one game since way back
®July4.
- /
lll
Walker and Quinn have emerged as two of the
top young hitters in the league of late. After vow
ing to never play for Minnesota Manager Tom
Kelly again, Walker was dealt to the Colorado
Rockies after spending much of the season in
Triple A. Walker is taking full advantage of his
stint with the Rockies as he is hitting .324 with
nine homers and 25RBI's in only 37 games played.
Meanwhile, Quinn has emerged as the favorite for
the 2000 Rookie of the Year Award in the Ameri
can League as his season totals are now at .30020-67.
Dotel and Kohimeier have come on strong as
legitimate closers for the Astros and Orioles, re
spectively. Dotel was forced into duty after the
closer-by-committee did not work since Billy
Wagner's season-ending injury. Dotel now has 11
saves on the season. Kohimeier was given the job
after Baltimore dealt Mike Timlin to the Cardinals
in late July. Kohimeier has seven saves and an
ERA of 2.04 since his mid-season call-up.
Week one of the National Football League
kicked off this past season. Already the injury bug
that was mentioned last week has hit again. This
time, it took out one of the league's premier wide
receivers. Joey Galloway of the Dallas Cowboys
sustained a tear in a knee ligament in the debacle
against the Eagles and will miss the rest of the sea
son. The Cowboys spent a lot of money and draft
picks in their acquisition of Galloway. The bug
hit the Denver Broncos' backfield again this sea
son on Monday night as last year's savior, Olandis
Gary, went down with a season-ending knee in
jury of his own. Gary was to be Terrell Davis' in
surance policy this season after Davis blew out
his knee last year.
A number of lesser-known players had very
successful first weeks. Az-Zahir Hakim, Shawn
Jefferson, David Boston, Fred Beasley, Stacey
Mack, Jeff Garcia, Tiki Barber, and JaJuan Dawson
all turned in outstanding fantasy statistics for the
first week. Not all of these players are going to
continue to climb the charts of the fantasy world's
elite, however. Hakim is one of many targers, St.

See Parker page 6
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Country looks to h
By Keith Conrad

Blalock didn't finish eight
seconds ahead of her.
Chambers was also im
pressive with a 19:12 in the
GSC championships.
With that in mind, you
have to like the Lady
Chargers' chances to make
it all the way to nationals,
especially with returning
seniors Fawn Pitcher and
Louise Provancha. Last
year, Pitcher finished with
a 24:37 in 6000 meters at
the Southeast Regional
and two years ago,
Provancha had the eighth
fastest time at the GSC
Championships.
Of the newcomers to
this year's team, Coach
David Cain has the big
gest expectations for

Sports Writer
The Lady Chargers had
a very busy off-season this
year, adding seven people
to their already formi
dable roster. Like a lot of
teams though, they find
themselves without a tre
mendous amount of depth
and could be in bad shape
in the event of an injury.
The two people to
watch on this year's team
will be junior Candace
Chambers and sophomore
Amanda Kerkof. Both la
dies had All-Conference
performances last year.
Kerkof would have the
school record for 5000
meters at 18:47 if Ay tree

Lesley Davis and Amy
Phillips.
The men seem to find
themselves in a rebuilding
year after losing most of
their last year's squad.
The Chargers can defi
nitely be competitive this
year, but they are also in a
position where any sort of
injury would be disas
trous. Cain feels that this
year's freshman class may
be the best in the school's
history. "The key to our
season this year is for our
men to steadily improve
throughout the season
and avoid injury."
The most important
men are Senior James
Terwilliger and Juniors
E-ric Konieczny and

Volleyball, continued from page 5
two games 17-15 and 158. Despite this last burst
of effort from Southern
Indiana, the Lady Charg
ers were victorious. They
won the deciding game by
a score of 15-8. LaFiore
and Dunham led the scor-

ing onslaught with 19 and
14 kills, respectively. Erin
Denny followed up with
10 kills and Sterling had
an astounding 21 digs.
Overall, the weekend
was an encouraging start
for the 2000 Lady Charger
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Mention this ad for a FREE drink
with your purchase of a sub.
Good Through November 30,2000
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Volleyball
squad.
Baumgartner is excited
about the season. She
stated, "It was our first
time playing together, and
we did all right. However,
we learned that there is a
lot of room for improve
ment.
This weekend was the
reality check that we
needed in order to realize
how hard we will have to
work in order to achieve
our goals for the season."
Come out and support
the Lady Chargers at their
next home game, which
will be September 17 at
2:30 pm against Gulf
South Conference oppo
nent Lincoln Memorial
University.

Jonathan Gardner.
Konieczny has been
out of action since 1997,
but was among the best on
the team during his fresh
man year, running the
eighth best 8000 meter
time in the Austin Peay
Invitational in 1996.
The freshman that has
the chance to make the
greatest impact is Andrew
Hodges. In high school,
Hodges ran the mile in
four minutes, 22 seconds,
and the two-mile in nine

minutes, 27 seconds. He
was also a three-time Ala
bama state champion.
Both Charger teams
will participate in the PreRegional meet in Jackson
ville, Florida, where the
men will run the 10,000
meters and the women
will run the 6000 meters.
In addition, the Chargers
will also host the 2000
GSC Championship. This
is an opportunity for the
Lady Chargers to defend
their conference title in

front of the home folks.
That will take place at
Sharon Johnston Park on
October 21s'. The Chargers
will also host the UAH
Invitational on September
qth
While the men appear
to be rebuilding for the
future, Coach Cain be
lieves that the Lady
Chargers can make it all
the way to Pamona, Cali
fornia and defend their
Division II National title.

Soccer continued from page 4
come. Coach Ziyenge also
said that this win could be
a real morale booster for
the team, especially a
young team like this one,
with thirteen newcomers
on the squad. " I wished
we would've won in regu
lation, but staying tough
and closing them out in
overtime was a confidence
booster to our team...I
can't say enough about the
freshman, they've helped
us tremendously in the
young season so far."
Co-captain Amber
Shahan also reiterated her
coach's remarks by saying
these two wins the past
weekend "took a lot of
hard work, we had a lot of
injuries to overcome and
we worked together as a
team, and this could boost
our morale for future
games."
The Lady Chargers
have now set the tone for
the remainder of the sea-

4116 Newson Rd.

son by winning these two,
physical games over the
weekend against some
tough teams. Although
the season is still young,
the Lady Chargers seem to
be headed in the right di
rection this year. We will

wait and see what tran
spires from here, but from
judging from the games
this past weekend, this
young Lady Charger team
has potential to do some
good things this year.

Parker continued from page 5
Louis quarterback Kurt
Warner has to choose
from. Any week, Hakim,
Torry Holt, Isaac Bruce,
Marshall Faulk, or Ricky
Proehl could have huge
games. I would not count
on Hakim getting two
touchdowns and over 100
yards receiving on a
weekly basis. The good
news for Beasley owners
is that he scored three
TD's. The bad news is that
he only touched the ball
eight times. Don't expect
Beasley to continue to con
tribute. Mack was forced
into starting duties for
Jacksonville thanks to the
injury to Fred Taylor.
Mack himself was carted
off of the field during the
game. Mack will likely go

back to a reserve role at
least by the third week.
Barber had a huge game
for the Giants this past
Sunday. He will be split
ting time with Heisman
Trophy winner, Ron
Dayne, and will not likely
get many more carries
than the 13 he received in
their opener.
Jefferson,
Boston,
Garcia, and Dawson may
actually be worth gam
bling on. All four are start
ers who warrant some at
tention. Boston likely has
the largest upside of the
four as he was a first
round pick a year ago and
should get more looks
from Jake Plummer with
the injury to Rob Moore.

Expect A Miracle!
If you are smart enough you can save a lot of BUCKS at Winter Park.
We have 500 apartments to select from in the vicinity of Drake Ave./Patton Rd area.
All prices are for unfurnished apartments. Slightly more for furnished apartments.
If you can afford it; if not we'll try to throw something together.

Regular Price
Run of the Mill Student
2.5 GPA Procrastinator
3.0 CPA Nerd Pretender
3.5 GPA Genuine
4.0 GPA Einstein Clone*

l-LK'lx1
D

Healing Evangelist

STUDIO

1BR

$225-250
$600
$215
$200
$190
$175

2BR

$265-295
$700
$250
$235
$225
$215

3BR

$345-375
$800
$295
$285
$275
$260

$385-410
$10,000
$355
$345
$325
$310

Breezeways, Parking Lot, Sanitary Sewer, and Dumpster available for students on probation for $.25/
head/mo. Includes free food and solar utilities.

Preaching the Gospel and Praying for the Sick

3616 Holmes Ave. • 533-5117
Pastor Greg Simon, Pastor Carol Simon

We have had good experiences renting to UAH students. Come by for an interview.
*You better bring your transcript. We ain't taking your word for it!!!

www.valleyfieliawstilp.coiTi

882-7669

Valley
A
Fellowship

Our office is Y2K compliant...we still use paper & pencil.
You could contact us on the Internet..if we had the Internet.

SPEND A WEEK AT MIT & IT
SEEMS LIKE A YEAR.
SPEND A YEAR AT UAH AND
IT SEEMS LIKE A WEEK. NOW
THAT'S RELATIVITY.

WHERE JESUS IS LORD!
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Entertainment

When book and movie differ
By Cathy
Kearney
Entertainment
Writer
I read a wonderful
book this summer, The
Mammy by Brendan
O'Carroll. It chronicled a
span of time in the life of
an Irish woman, named
Agnes Browne. Set in
1960's Dublin, Agnes is
suddenly faced with the
daunting task of caring for
her seven children, body
and soul, when her hus
band is killed in an acci
dent. Central in Agnes'
life is her best friend, Angelica Huston stars in Agnes Browne. The movie was made from Brendan
Marion, who keeps things O'Carroll's novel, The Mammy. (Photo courtesy of USA Films and
funny and interesting movies.yahoo.com)
when indeed they are so into her role with a great believe Agnes has a sav
son, Frankie. His acting is
ber and trying. This rela Irish accent (she spent
age commitment to them. good and focused and he
tionship between the two some of her childhood
Her deep friendship and
women and Agnes' un- growing up in Galway) camaraderie with Marion knows not to glance at the
camera during filming
flagging devotion to keep and a staged, often over that
is so central to the unless the script calls for
ing her family going is the done caricature of the
book is shallow and it.
heart of the book. When I plucky Irish housewife in forced.
This is a nice little
discovered that a movie a bind. Instead of a mod
There are some bright movie (if you haven't read
had been made, with au erately pretty woman who
spots in the movie. the book) and the funda
thor O'Carroll as one of looks like the type to sell
Marion O'Dwyer, as mental story stands up if
the screenwriters, I was fruits and vegetables to
Marion Monks, steals the you're looking for a poi
pleased and eager to see make ends meet, we get
show. Her portrayal of gnant comedy. My advice,
the book in visual form. I Huston, who is too tall
Marion is right on, includ however, is to buy the pa
should have known better. and too exotic for this role,
ing the character's irrever perback and invest your
Agnes Browne is a film no matter how she dresses ent sense of humor. Watch
time
in
reading
directed by Anjelica down. The children, for the conversation about
TheMammy. It's not as
Huston, who stars as the whose distinct personali "organisms." The scene
easy to forget when you
title character. This par ties and struggles give The during the driving lesson
are finished. Agnes Browne
ticular error in casting Mammy depth, are almost is also a hoot. Another
is rated R for language.
dooms the movie from the invisible in this movie, honorable mention goes to
beginning. Huston dives even though we are led to Ciaran Owens as Agnes's

MTV's I
By Emily Gaither
Entertainment
Editor
La, la, la, la, la. If you
don't know what that
means, you're not watchmg one of the best shows
°n television. Daria, which
ahs on the usually cursed
MTV, shows a witty and
intelligent take on being in
igh school when you're
not directly in the "in"
crowd.
Dana Morgendorfferis
tne main character and the
show's primary center.
During this last season,
many more awesome
characters have been de
veloped, helping to make
e show less about
aria's teen angst and
more of a statement about
gh school culture in gen

eral. She and her best
friend Jane Lane, a darkly
humorous artist, are seem
ingly the only intelligent
students who have man
aged to rise above the hy
pocrisy at their alma
mater, Lawndale High.
Also featured on the
show are Daria's parents,
Jake
and
Helen
Morgendorffer, typical
modern parents. Helen is
work-obsessed, with a cell
phone attached to her ear
and always rushing off to
a meeting, and Jake, per
haps the best peripheral
character on the show, the
father who is always
stressing about money,
while having no clue what
his daughters are up to.
One particular episode, he
bribed Daria's friend Jane
into telling him how old

she was.
There are also the cari
catures of high school life.
Brittany, the overzealous
cheerleader, who wants to
eventually, y'know, help
puppies, and her boy
friend Kevin, the QB of the
football team, who never
takes off his football uni
form ever. There is the
Fashion Club, who pass
judgment on everyone's
hair, outfits, etc., of which
Daria's sister Quinn is
vice-president.
Daria also contains a
number of humorous
teachers that preside over
Lawndale High. The prin
cipal, Ms. Lee, who is al
ways trying to get money
for the school, whether it
come from modeling
agencies or morning
deejays
on
school

grounds. There's Mr.
O'Neill, the touchy-feely
teacher, who just wants
everyone to feel good
about themselves and free
to express their emotions,
and the man-hating biol
ogy teacher, whose name
escapes me at the moment.
Honestly, it's just a very
insightful show. If you've
never seen it, I highly sug
gest that you tune in to
Daria. If you have the
chance, MTV just showed
a 2-hour, no commercials
movie, called Is it Fall Yet
that I'm sure they'll be
showing again, so catch
that. I'm not sure when it
is regularly scheduled to
come on, but you can usu
ally catch it either around
noon or ten o'clock at
night. Don't miss out.
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Humor
Me
By Emily
Gaither
Entertainment
Editor

Female flesh
finds new
life on the
big screen
I've noticed a new phenomenon in the film in
dustry in the last few months, and it's a bit unset
tling. Female flesh is the latest commodity. First
of all, I want to clarify. It's not like-using women
or allowing women to use themselves as the sex
objects of a film is anything new. However, just
lately, two films in particular—Coyote Ugly and
Bring it On— seem to be based solely on peddling
boobs and other assorted parts, and the very no
tion of a plot is inconsequential.
Coyote Ugly is the first of these films to be re
leased. It began with the notion of having a plot,
just to avoid being totally dismissed as borderline
soft-core porn. Violet, played by newcomer Piper
Perabo, moves to New York City to become a
songwriter, inevitably ends up as a bartender (that
seems a natural transition) in Coyote Ugly, which
is an actual bar in New York. It seems that at this
particular bar, style k la Tom Cruise with a 36C
chest and pouty hps, the bartenders dance on the
bar, tease the patrons and douse them with water,
should they make the cardinal sin of ordering
, water.
The trailers for the film featured girls, girls,
girls, dancing in little tiny tees, with wild hair and
bad attitudes, while portraying the main charac
ter Violet as the babe-in-the-woods, virginal inno
cent. I first saw the preview for this film with my
boyfriend, and, even though the plot was one that
would make him retch with a violent lurch had it
been about unattractive women or men, he seemed
rapt with attention over this brief glimpse at this
bevy of beauties dancing on a bar. Needless to say,
if he has secretly seen this movie, it wasn't with
me or with my seal of approval.
The next film on my overexposure hit list is
Bring it On, the oversexed hormone fest about
cheerleaders and the trials and tribulations they
face. (Aww) It stars, among others that I still view
as pre-pubescent, Kirsten Dunst.This is that sweet
little girl who blew us all away with her amazing
performance in Interview with a Vampire,and some
time since then, she grew up and got boobies. If
anyone has the occasion to see a recent Maxim, (the
smart man's answer to Playboy) she is in all her
obvious post-pubescent splendor and flaunting it
quite happily.
While Bring it On does offer a bit more plot than

See Gaither, page 8
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Bring It On (PG-13)
11:10 1:10 4:10 7:10
9:40 11:45
The Replacements (PG
13) 5:00 9:30
Bless the Child (R)
11:05 1:15 4:10 7:15
9:45 12:10
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9:45 12:10

Godzilla 2000 (PG)
11:00 1:15 4:15
What Lies Beneath (PG13) 7:00 9:35 12:05
The Art of War (R)
11:00 1:30 4:30 7:10
9:50 12:15
The Crew (PG-13) 1:15
4:15 7:15 9:45 11:55
12:00
The Cell (R) 11:10 1:10
4:10 7:10 9:40 12:10
The Nutty Professor II:
The Klumps (PG-13)
1:00 7:00 9:30 11:50
The Original Kings of
Comedy (R) ll:0(fl:25
4:25 7:25 9:50 12:15
. / Autumn of New York
(PG-13) 11:05 1:20 4:20
7:20 9:50 12:15

The Original Kings of Comedy reign
By Michael
Wilmington
Chicago Tribune
To err is human. To joke
about it is sometimes di
vine. Just watch Steve
Harvey.
The wide-eyed star of
TV's The Steve Harvey
Show—looking a bit like
Richard Pryor's chubbier
younger cousin and,
what's more, swearing
like him,--leads off the
quadruple-threat bill in
Spike Lee's new concert
movie, The Original Kings
of Comedy, and fairly soon
he torches the crowd at the
Charlotte, North Carolina
Coliseum.
They double over with
laughter, slap their knees,
howl and roar. That's how
they reacted in Charlotte,
and that's how some of us
a4THX

AUDITORIUMS

Highlander: Endgame
(R) 11:20 1:40 4:40
7:40 10:10 12:20
Saying Grace fR) 1:30
4:30 7:30 10:00 12:05
Regal Cinemas

MADISON SQ. 12
Madison Sq. Mall 830-6829

Disney's The Kid (PG)
1:15 4:15 7:15 9:35
The Patriot (R) 1:10
4:30 8:00

The Watcher (R) 1:55
4:25 6:55 9:25

The Crew (PG-13) 1:30
4:30 7:30 8:40

Coyote Ugly (PG-13)
2:20 4:20 7:20 9:20

Space Cowboys (PG-13
1:30 4:30 7:10 7:30
9:50 10:00

What Lies Beneath (PG13) 1:45 4:15 6:45 9:15

X-Men (PG-13) 9:50
Godzilla 2000 (PG) 4:15
Bless the Child (R) 7:15
9:45
The Art of War (R) 1:10
4:10 7:10 9:45
The Nutty Professor II:
The Klumps (PG-13)
1:00 4:00 7:00 9:30
Whipped (R) 1:35 4:35
7:35 10:00
Autumn in New York
PG-13) 4:20 7:20 9:40
Highlander: Endgame
R) 1:20 4:20 7:20 9:55

The Cell (R) 2:05 4:30
7:05 9:30
Bring It On (PG-13)
1:40 4:00 6:30 9:00
The Original Kings of
Comedy (R) 1:30 2:00
4:00 4:25 6:30 7:00
9:00 9:25
Thomas & The Magic
Railroad (G) 1:50
Mission: Impossible 2
(PG-13) 4:20 9:20
The Replacements (PG13) 1:45 4:05 6:45 9:05
Hollow Man (R) 2:15
4:30 6:50 9:15

Win Tickets to the Movies!
Movie Trivia:
Which serial killer did Original Kings of
Comedy director, Spike Lee direct a movie
about?
The first 6 people with the correct answer for the
Movie Trivia will win movie tickets. ONLY6 pairs
of tickets will be given away each week. No phone
calls or notes will be accepted. Tickets for any trivia
will be distributed on a first come, first serve basis
from 12:00 - 2:00pm on Fri. No one who has won in
the last month is eligible for any contest or trivia.
Please see Jennifer Hbbs in ©jeltxpnnenf office only
between the hours specified above.

reacted in the screening
room for this film.
Harvey-whether talking
about the superiority
of'70s pop music, or ex
plaining why Bill Clinton
is the "closest we'll get" to
a black president—is one
funny guy.
And Spike Lee's The
Original Kings of Comedy is
one funny movie—for at
least half the time. The
film is devoted to four
standup comics: Harvey,
D.L. Hughley, Cedric the
Entertainer and Bernie
Mac. And this often hilari
ous quartet use the foulups, aggravations and
muddles of everyday life
to produce more laughs
than most movies you'll
see this year.
In fact, they sock out
more laughs than two av
erage gross-out comedies,
three average yuppie ro
mantic comedies and four
typical suburban teen-sex
comedies~as well as the
entire filmed works of
Pauly Shore. If you want
to laugh—and your sensi
bilities aren't easily
shocked by frank talk and
four-letter language-then
this movie is a safe bet.
The Kings--at first just
with the trio of Harvey,
Cedric and Mac-have be
come something of a mass
cult item with black audi
ences, while being largely
ignored in the mainstream
media. But Lee's movie,
with its robust, warm
record of the comics and
their crowd, should
change that. He's brought

in much of his usual crack
filmmaking team, and the
first half of the film, which
catches the acts of Harvey
and Hughley, is as smooth
as butter, packed with hu
mor and crowd interac
tion.
There seems to be less
of the crowd in the second
half, and the humor of
Cedric and Bernie Mac is
a bit rougher and rawer,
which may be why I
didn't laugh as much. But,
then again, maybe I just
wore myself out.
Harvey is from Cleve
land, Cedric from St.
Louis, Mac from Chicago
and Hughley from Los
Angeles, but they share a
certain salty urban perspective-and occasionally
they display a verbal vio
lence that some more
squeamish audiences may
see as brutal. But, like
most humorists, they're
exaggerating. They talk,
basically, about how
rough life can be and how
ridiculous it often is. They
make fun of material that
is often just on the edge of
pain-as in Mac's account
of his caring for the chil
dren of his drug-addicted
sister or Harvey's fero
cious take on all those
drowning passengers in

Titanic.
Behind them lies the
raunchy but sensitive
spirit of Pryor, and before
him, the whole tradition of
roughhouse humor fos
tered by Redd Foxx,
Moms Mabley and others.
But their comedy, except

Gaither, continued from page 6
Coyote, in the trailers, it 18-year old hips to one of
offers a bit more everything those awful techno songs,
than Coyote. There's one like Pump Up the Jam, to
in particular, where all the which we were all sub
cheerleaders are washing jected at high school pep
a car, for no particular rea rallies. I have a strong feel
son, other than to get the ing that I will be skipping
front of their t-shirts wet. this teenage romp as well.
How classy. Then, we cut My fondness of cheerlead
to a number of butt shots, ers hasn't grown since
where they're jumping high school, nor will the
around a grinding their fact that they're scantily

Bernie Mac, Cedric the Entertainer, D.L. Hughley, and
Steve Harvey star in The Original Kings of Comedy.
(Photo courtesy of Paramount Pictures and
movies.yahoo.com)

for some deliberate self- four have the knack. In
travesties by Mac, is not Original Kings, we see
really mean-spirited, how them killing the crowd,
ever rough it gets. This is displaying great timingespecially true of Harvey, and an obvious love of
who has that warm heart music.
and perfect bubbly, lightFor Harvey, it's the bal
footed comic delivery: The lads of his youth, by
kind, like Pryor's, that lets Teddy Pendergrass and
a comic get away with al others—a taste that he
most anything.
weaves into a hilarious
In comedy, timing is a attack on hip-hop. For the
lot of the game-which others, it's mainly rock &
may be why so many mu soul, too.
sicians are funny. These
Lee already has docu
mented so many different
aspects of the AfricanAmerican community that
clad lend to that.
it
seems fitting he finally
Here's my call. I want
got
around to comedy. A
to see some hot men in
good
part of his work has
some of these new fall and
winter films. It's been the used the rhythms, exple
summer of boobies; give tives and street jokes of the
us ladies some action. Coy- b'ack community, which
ote Ugly could easily be
deploys so well in Do
exchanged for male coun- the
Thing. (Rememterparts, but even I have ber the late Robin Harris
no desire to see male as Sweet Dick Willie?)
cheerleaders, no matter Here, Lee shares with us
how hot they may be. I'm something he enjoys—and
sure we could devise a
does it with such love
and
expertise, we enjoy it,
comparable substitute.
too.
Following that note, What
© 2000 Tribune Media
Lies Beneath could have
Services,
Inc. ©Chicago Tri
taken on a whole new
meaning.
bune, 2000
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Letter
Dear Editor
It must have been a
very slow news day for
you to allow J. Caleb
Clanton to whine on and
on and on about mowing!
Does he have so little to do
during the summer that
he is able to "pay close at
tention to the mowing/
trimming/edging patters:
of the grounds crew? He
also seems to spend a
great deal of time check
ing out the ditches on
campus! With all of his
free time I don't under
stand why he couldn't
have bent down and
pulled a couple of weeds
while he was out patrol
ling.
I laughed so hard at his
comment, "If there is a
need to hire more
people...then
Brown
should hire some more
workers..." Obviously,
Mr. Clanton has never
been involved in a budget
decision or meeting of any
kind. Just because you
want doesn't mean you
are going to get. Hiring
more people would mean
raising tuition. Where
would you like the extra
money to come from—The
Exponent budget?
Please, Mr. Clanton,
this is not the Washington
Post and you are neither
Woodward nor Bernstein.
Get out of the ditches with
your ruler and look for
something constructive to.
write about.
I think the University
grounds look great, espe
cially considering the heat
and drought we have ex
perienced. The grounds
crew should be com
mended.
Sincerely,
Carole Vargo
Foreign Language &
Literature
College of Liberal Arts
Dear Editor:
Hello. My name is
Prayshia and I am sending
this email regarding the
article "Bigotry has found
a place in pop culture" by
Emily Gaither.
I disagree with your
column in some aspects. I
believe your intentions
were well, but you went
about getting your message across to readers in
the wrong way. You are
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the Editor
to
fighting them (Eminem
and Dr. Laura) with your
own ignorance. You say
that you do not appreciate
Eminem using the word
"faggot" and then stating
that he has nothing
against homosexuals.
Well, in reality, he has to
pay bills and take care of
his daughter. His lyrics
(no matter how lewd they
are to you, me, or someone
else) make money so he
can do that. He, as
Eminem, and he, as
Marshall Matthews, are
two different people. Like
most entertainers, he has
a separate life other than
the one the rest of the
world sees. You do not
know how he truly feels
about homosexuals. You
talk about him degrading
homosexuals, but you are
degrading him by stating,
"I will be eternally grate
ful when Eminem's 15
minutes are up (I hear the
clock ticking now)." Not
to mention your comment
about him not being re
sponsible. He is not re
sponsible for the rest of the
world and their opinions.
If and when his fifteen
minutes are up, you best
believe that his voice will
still be heard by the "mil
lions" of people who
made both his albums go
platinum.
As for Dr. Laura goes, I
do not agree with her tac
tics either. I also think she
is disrespecting the homo
sexual community and
making herself look stu
pid. But, it is evident that
someone out there cares
because she is still on the
air. It is like I said before
about Eminem. People
have to pay their bills and
take care of their families.
We may see a side of them
that is not their true char
acter. Neither she nor
Eminem have harmed
anyone with their words.
They are allowed by the
constitution to say what
they want, when they
want. You, I, nor anyone
else has the right to say
they don't or that we don't
think they should because
we don't like what they
are saying. You say, "it is
time for tolerance to step
back into the spotlight."
Well, then step back and
tolerate what they have to

say no matter how igno
rant you may think it is.
Just My Opinion.

hand until less than two
hours before the eventual
vote of whether or not to
proceed with impeach
Dear Editor
ment. An issue as serious
I am a concerned stu as that deserves careful
dent and SGA legislator consideration, consider
writing with regards to ation I was not able to give
the SGA meeting of Au in that length of time. That
gust 28,2000. The manner vote should not have
in which the events of that taken place at that time,
meeting took place, par but only after more ad
ticularly the failed attempt equate, accurate informa
to impeach our president, tion was gathered. The is
was disturbing. I am not sue did need resolution as
advocating a position on quickly as possible, but
the topic nor reopening its not
without
debate, but addressing the its due process. I can only
process itself. As a repre feel disappointment with
sentative of the students, the entire issue: disap
I do not feel that I was af pointment that it had to
forded the chance to ad happen, disappointment
equately execute my job that it happened in such a
under the given circum way, and disappointment
stances. For that, I offer in its repercussions. The
my apologies. I knew matter
is
now
nothing of the situation at out of the hands of the

Dear Editor
In honor of the ap
proaching dove season,
I'd like to kill two birds
with one shot.
Both sides of the
grounds' maintenance is
sue have been grumbling
loudly via the Exponent. In
order to reduce the
workload on the grounds
crew and to solve another
of UAH's pervasive prob
lems, I propose that the
University put our tuition
to practical use and ex
pand the UC parking lot.
Put simply, such a tiny lot
intended to serve, at least

in part, the UC, Morton
Hall, Roberts Hall, Salmon
Library, and the Nursing
building is a joke. (Simi
larly, the parking situation
for Technology Hall is a
bigger, crueler joke.) Over
flow spills into the ill-con
ceived lot that's closer to
the elementary school
playground than any
UAH building. With in
creased enrollment and
UAH's large commuter
population, the present
accommodations are sim
ply inadequate. The ben
efits are easy: more park
ing, less work for the
grounds crews, and evi
dence to students that the
University can make sen
sible use of our money. I'd
rather have better parking
than more fountains in the
duck pond.
Greg Bacon

So, this past summer I
remained in class in order
to expedite my graduation
date. Yet, if I've ever
learned anything from my
formal schooling experi
ence, it's this:summer and
school are oil and water.
They do not mix very well.
But, I sweated it out,
anyhow.
Still, despite my
summer's academic burn
out, I was actually looking
forward to the beginning
of this fall semester. I pa
tiently awaited the arrival
of all of my acquaintances,
and I was very ready for
the excitement of a new
semester to get underway.
So ready, in fact, that I ac
tually made up my mind
to become involved in
campus activities to a de
gree that I had never pre
viously committed my
self.
As such, I have had a
very up-close view of the
various
"welcoming
back" events that have
taken place over the
course of the last few
weeks. This being the
case, I have decided to
compile a list of random
thoughts concerning those
activities.
Frosh Mosh was well
planned, but, unfortu
nately, the event was less
than successful. Having

been personally involved
in the event as a "group
leader," I saw how much
attention was put into the
event. SGA officials and
other volunteers, particu
larly Erin Lindsay and
Geof Morris, spent many
hours and much of their
own money attempting to
line up various events.
However, the freshmen
were, in general, unre
sponsive. That is, merely
a fraction of those fresh
men that had pre-registered
to show up for Frosh
Mosh bothered to do so.
On a positive note though,
those that showed up
seemed to have had a
good time.
I suppose those fresh
men that were "too busy"
to grace Frosh Mosh with
their presence are des
tined to carry on the
legacy of student apathy
that so viciously plagues
our campus.
Recommendation for
future Frosh Moshes:
make it mandatory, incor
porate I.D. making ses
sions and text book-purchasing sessions, ease up
on the number of events,
allow more "free-time."
As for Better than Ezra,
let's avoid the word "bet
ter." Let's stick with OK.
Again, the planning and
advertisement for the con

cert was seemingly very
well executed. However,
there should have been
more people present, con
sidering the size of this
city and size of the univer
sity.
Musically speaking, I
would have pulled for a
better band than Better
than Ezra. Better than Bet
ter. Having caught the tail
end of a rumor concerning
how much was spent on
the BTE, I would generally
expect a more cost-effec
tive selection. In all,
though, it was good time.
Recommendations for
future campus concerts:
better bands.
Of course, other vari
ous events, realities, and
brouhahas have gone on
since the beginning of the
However, my
term.
thoughts on these are a
little less particular.
Horseshoe pits: pain in the
neck to dig, especially in
this hard Alabama clay.
Fraternity parties: not bad.
Books: still too expensive.
Failed attempts at im
peaching the SGA Presi
dents: unnecessary.
Classes: attendance man
datory?
Hockey: can't wait.
Senioritis: hardcore..
Readers can email J.
Caleb
Clanton
at
clanton@hotmail.com

SGA. It has to be put be
hind us. We must regroup
and continue forward.
Respectfully,
Allen Pike
College of Engineering
legislator

Thoughts on this fall term

By J. Caleb
Clanton
Opinion Columnist
For the last three years,
I have tried my best to
work diligently in order to
streamline my schedule
for my fourth and senior
(and thankfully last) year
here at UAH. That is, it
has been my conscious
goal throughout my aca
demic career to have a
comparatively easy (less
painful, at least) senior
year, as opposed to one
where I am trying to catch
up on everything that I
have neglected and/or
postponed.
I have always pitied
that sixth-year senior who
has had to take another
semester of classes in or
der to fulfill those general
education requirements
he or she overlooked as an
underclassman. Such pity
became my motivation.
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What
By Cheryl Plaza
Opinion Writer
I glanced impassively
at the first class passen
gers as my feet carried me
doggedly down the aisle.
I stowed my luggage and
settled myself in for the
long flight home. My trip
had been cut short be
cause of the political tur
moil spreading through
the city of Guayquil, Ecua
dor.
As I leaned my head
back, I turned to gaze out
the window. My heart
sank. The helplessness
that I felt at my inability
to change the way these
people were treated con
sumed me as I remem
bered event from my trip.
That morning had been
hot and suffocating, as
usual. The mere task of ris

ing out of bed each morn
ing made me break into a
sweat. There was rarely
any relief from the heat
even in the rainy season.
It was the normal rou
tine, a cold shower, light
cotton shirt and shorts
with my hair pulled back.
Everyone in the house
gathered downstairs for
the usual breakfast fare,
sweet Spanish chocolate
served with steaming
meat pies. The tempting
aromas from the meal
would catch the attention
of any passers by.
Merchants were usu
ally on the streets by 5:00
in the morning, selling
homemade
gadgets,
simple sweets and coco
nut juice. Strange, there
was no one to be seen this
morning.
An uneasy quiet had

filled the air.
After finishing up
breakfast, I was told to
stay close to the house,
with no explanation. I was
pacified and reminded
that I was in a strange
country and I wouldn't
want to offend my
husband's family. I did
what I was told and went
back upstairs to mope.
I spent most of the af
ternoon upstairs reading a
book about the city. I
wanted to make sure that
the time I had left wasn't
wasted on trivial things
like markets and shop
ping. I had wanted to see
how the people lived and
admittedly, I wanted a
little adventure.
All of the men had left
the house, my husband
with them. The women
retired to the kitchen pre-
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paring the main meal of shouts and an angry voice "You do not know our cus
the day, the afternoon reverberated in my ears.
toms. You do not know
meal. I knew what I
"Basta!"
o
u
r
wanted to do, and I felt
"El Presidente fureras!" problems, nor do you un
that my chance to escape
The soldier brought his derstand them."
was now. I managed to gun down with a hard and
I turned back to the
slip, unseen, out of the sickening crack. I heard a young man lying on the
house. There was a park guttural cry with the ground, my fear for his life
downtown near the river sound of bone crushing overriding all my other
where most of the older followed by a heavy thud. feelings.
people gathered to trade
With the fear of the sol
Suddenly, my husband
stories.
diers forgotten, I turned to dragged me into a waiting
That park was where I see a young man lying on car. The car lurched for
wanted to start.
the ground in a puddle of ward and sped back to the
I made my way blood. The man was un house. Not one word was
through side streets and conscious, maybe even said as we drove home.
entered the park from the dead. He still clutched a
The next morning my
side of the pavilion. I al sign in his hand that read return ticket for my flight
most regretted my deci "Muerte a el Regemente!" home was changed. I
sion to come here the
The fast pooling blood would be going home to
minute I entered the flowed from the gash on morrow, and I would be
square. Stares followed the side of his head. He going home alone.
my unexpected arrival.
wasn't moving. Soldiers
My eyes focused back
Silence. The sound was joined by others headed in to the flight attendant. I
deafening.
Soldier's the direction of the pro had taken so many things
armed with machine guns testors.
for granted, the most im
had replaced the Indians
I stood for a moment, portant being my rights as
selling their crafts.
not knowing what to do. I a human being.
Soon after entering the quickly bent down to
No one should be
square, the atmosphere check on the young man. stripped bare of his or her
changed. The electrical
Just as I had reached dignity and left to die.
charge in the air was al out to feel for his pulse, a
I consider myself fortu
most palpable. Every strong hand grasped at nate to have been born an
where I turned shouts and my shoulder and forcibly American. I can only
agonized screams could pulled me back. My arm imagine what life would
be heard coming from felt as if it were being be like if I could not say
nearby buildings and ripped from its socket. A what I wanted say, go
streets.
burning pain shot through where I wanted to go, or
A disoriented feeling my body. I let out a pierc do what I wanted to do.
started to overtake me as ing scream, not from pain
We American's are
I turned in different direc but for the man lying in born with rights, rights
tions. Heavy footsteps t
h
e that we so often take for
sounded from behind me. street.
granted. In many third
My first instinct was to
All fear quickly van world countries, people
run.
ished from me. Instantly, I have no rights. The rights
I stood there not mov yanked back my arm and that they are so desper
ing. I tasted my own bile turned to fight off my at ately fighting for are sav
as I broke out into a cold tacker.
agely beaten from them.
sweat. It was as if time had
"Get back to the house
Do we really know
frozen. What seemed like now!"
what we have? Amongst
hours were mere seconds
It was my husband and all the complaining and
as I watched the two sol his uncle, Antonio. My griping here at home, have
diers headed in my direc husband's words were we ever stopped to imag
tion.
harsh and insulting.
ine what our lives would
Terror seized me as the
"We can't leave this be like if we had no rights?
taller of the two soldiers man here," I said.
If you would like to
raised the butt of his ma
"Callate! This is none of email Cheryl, please, do
chine gun. Instinctively, your business," he so at:http:/ / www.decatur
my hands began to rise to shouted.
daily.com/decaturdaily/
protect myself. Just at that
"But..."
current/columns/
moment, I heard heated
Antonio shot back, index.shtml
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Weekly Horoscope
Aries (March 21-April 19). Be careful if you're on
the road Monday or Tuesday. People may not watch
where they're going. Wednesday your problem could
be getting the orders backward. Check carefully, before
proceeding. Launch new projects in romance, educa
tion and partnerships. Make nevV friends on Thursday.
Friday's good too, once you get a disagreement with
your partner resolved. This weekend you'll want to
spend more than you have to impress your friends. If
you can keep from doing that, all's well.
Taurus (April 20-May 20). Don't loan money to
friends on Monday or Tuesday or you could lose both.
A social event could interfere with your private time
Wednesday. Schedule romance for later that evening.
There's lots of activity Thursday, and some of it brings
money your way. There's disagreement about what
you're supposed to do Friday. Make sure it's been resolved-before proceeding. A clash with an older person's
likely over the weekend. The other person's dreams and
expectations aren't the same as yours. A loved one
stands up for you, and that's nice.
Gemini (May 21-June 21). You may feel like nobody
understands on Monday and Tuesday. If that's the case,
just explain again. You'll know for sure on Wednesday
who doesn't get it, and who just won't do it.
Everything's coming up roses on Thursday. Schedule
your big date for then. On Friday, your sweetheart may
be too upset to have a good time. Traveling is not ad
vised this weekend. Stay home and do a household
project instead.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Work assignments and
travel plans change Monday and Tuesday. Be flexible
and agile. Get organized on Wednesday, or you'll feel
overwhelmed. The confusion on Thursday could work
out well, if you're at the right place at the right time.
There'll be opportunities to make money, if you can
provide what's needed. You may wish you could take
Friday off, to take care of a household matter. It'll still
be there this weekend. Try not to spend too much time
on it. Do what needs to be done yourself, so you don't
have to dip into savings.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Too many people want your
money. You won't have any left, if you give them what
they ask for. Take control. Even then, you may have to
rob Peter to pay Paul on Wednesday. On Thursday your
social life is marvelous. Financially, you're floating, so
no sweat. Double booking dates is not a good idea on
Friday. You cannot be in two places at the same time,
so choose. A partner's upset could mess with your tran
quility this weekend. Offer good advice, but don't be
surprised if it's ignored.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). While others haggle over
details Monday and Tuesday, you see the big picture.
So you'll know just what to do when your turn comes,
on Wednesday. Right? New developments mean big
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By Linda C. Black, Tribune Media Services (Week of September 4)

bucks for you on Thursday, but you may wonder if
you've lost everything on Friday. Review your other
options over the weekend, but don't make any big
moves yet. Just keep watching, till you see where ev
erything settles.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). You're learning quickly on
Monday and Tuesday, and that's good. You don't have
a moment to waste. There's liable to be a change in or
ders Wednesday, however. Ask to make sure you know
what you're doing. You're the center of attention on
Thursday. You're so cute; you'll have to beat them off
with sticks. You'd better do that, too, or somebody spe
cial could get hot on Friday. Jealousy, not passion, is
the operative word. Don't bust your piggy bank to fix
a breakdown this weekend. Find the manual. You can
figure out how to mend it yourself.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). A loved one or child thinks
you're made of money Monday and Tuesday. Put that
notion to rest with a lesson on budgeting Wednesday.
Include money to charity, so this person knows what it
feels like to give. You might find a new treasure on
Thursday. If so, keep its location private. An insider's
tip helps you get the business Friday. If you and a part
ner have a household job this weekend, ask a friend to
help. Having somebody else around will keep you two
civil; if things don't go as you planned.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). You're changing so fast
on Monday and Tuesday; it's hard for the others to keep
up. There's one big choice to make Wednesday, and then
Thursday should be marvelous. You're learning quickly,
that's for sure! Anxiety fades as you succeed with all
meetings on Friday. Move romance to later that night,
and it should go well, too. There may be a breakdown
over the weekend, however. Be available in case others
don't know what to do.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Work's complex and or
ders are in conflict on Monday and Tuesday. Besides
that, a new method still has some bugs. You'll find more

on Wednesday, watch for them. Company drops in on
Thursday, and almost eats you out of house and home.
If they haven't gone by Friday,say something. Get them
to buy some groceries, because money's tight.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). You can't afford to pay
for everything on Monday and Tuesday. If you do, just
to look good, your savings could evaporate by Wednes
day. If it's for a good enough reason, you might not
mind. Looks like you're ecstatic on Thursday. Don't
venture far on Friday. Get a fascinating person to come
to your neighborhood instead. Problems at home put a
dent in your dreams Saturday. It takes all your ingenu
ity to get it fixed Sunday.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). You're running into all
kinds of obstacles Monday and Tuesday. One last push
and pull on Wednesday, and voila! Prosperity blossoms
on Thursday! Put the money into savings immediately,
except for a little to debts and the house. Something
else you try doesn't work nearly as well this weekend.
Don't wager much on your partner's idea.
If You're Having a Birthday This Week: A partner
plays a major role. A fantasy comes true, but keep in
touch with reality.
9/12/00: Clear a few hurdles, and you're on your way.
Add what you're learning to what you already know.
9/13/00: Something's lost but something's gained, as
you make basic changes. Let go of something that's
slowing you down.
9/14/00: Getting the home you want may not be easy,
but it's not impossible. A lucky break is in your favor.
9/15/00: The more you stash away, the wealthier
you'll be. This year, build your future.
9/16/00: Plan a romantic vacation, and make it hap
pen. Tight scheduling is required.
9/17/00: At first it looks like plans will fail, but don't
give up. Once you get a big job done, you'll be free.

For personal reports and consultations, visit http://
wwzu.LindaBlack.com. © Tribune Media Services, 2000

Liberal Arts, continued from page 2
tics, political scientists fo
cus on executive, legisla
tive or judicial institutions
and processes; bureaucra
cies and public adminis
tration; federalism; inter
governmental relations;
state and local politics;
system linkages, such as
political parties and inter
est groups; voting behav
ior and other forms of po
litical participation; politi
cal socialization and re
cruitment; ethnic or gen

Campus Club Wire
Editor's Note:
reserves the right to edit all submissions for content. Due to
space requirements, please limit announcements to approximately 75 words. All sub
missions must be given directly to Jennifer Tibbs in the UC, room 104 on Tuesdays
between 10 a.m. and noon or emailed to clubwire@yahoo.com no later than noon on
Tuesdays. No submissions left in the drop-box will be printed. Announcements are pre
ferred on disk. Announcements with graphics will not be accepted.
ASME
Calling all Mechanical and Aerospace Engineers! Do you want to get techni
cal? We do! Tuesday, September 19th at 5:30, the student and professional
ASME clubs are getting together for a picnic, and you're invited! Highlights of
the picnic will include a brief NASA demonstration, hamburgers, hot dogs,
and casual conversation with professionals in the peak of their careers. The
Engineers will be displaying our National Award winning F.I.R.S.T robot.
Freshman, you're invited too; this is the perfect opportunity to learn more
about the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering fields!

der politics; urban politics
and community organiza
tion; and public policies
on critical issues facing

society.
Please come by Morton
Hall 250 or call 824-6192 to
speak with faculty mem-

bers about our program
and career possibilities.

MONDAY 11:45-3:45
TUESDAY 10:00-12:00
4:00-7:00
WENESDAY 11:45-3:45
THURSDAY 10:00-12:00
4:00-7:00
FRIDAY 10:00-12:00

SEDS
The Students for the Exploration and Development of Space (SEDS) will have
a general meeting in the CCRH rec room on Thursday, September 7, at 7 p.m.
Dr Monte Bateman of the GHCC will give a presentation on the lightning
mapper satellite project, so anyone interested in working on such a project
should be sure to attend.

MOM ROOM 207
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HELP WANTED
Common sense and a de
sire to grow in a growing
business. Operations mgr.
trainee is needed at The
Sofa Gallery. 533-1111.
UAH Chemistry Stock
room needs part-time stu
dent worker. Flexible
Hours, Earn up to $7/h.
All majors welcome.
Strong chemistry back
ground is preferable. Con
tact us at 824-2395,
ahstockroom@yahoo.com,
or room 317 WH for more
information.
Have fun raising funds for
your clubs, teams &
groups. Earn up to $500 or
more? Put our 25 yrs of

SHp^Uponwif

Classifieds
fundraising experience to
work for you. Call now for
details 800-592-2121 ext.
725

$400 Email: jbrileyl
@m indspring.com

r~

1 HOPE THIS CELL
PHONE ISNT EM1TTO
MNGEROUS MMATICN-

Read Cite

FOR SALE

1995
Dodge
Neon
Highline,
Green. ^.xyanmifs
55,000 miles, AC, Power
Steering. $4,400 OBO. Call
464-5601.
1990 Ford Mustang LX 5.0
5 Speed, good condition.
$2,500. Phone 256-9310953 ask for John.
Mathcad 8 Professional
Academic Edition plus 3
bonus CD's. Intuitive and
easy to use yet extremely
powerful math software.
Only $50, retails for over

classifieds
online!
exponent
uah.edu

Crossword 101
Famous Duos
ACROSS

1 Coarse f tte
5 Moist
9 Plant part
13 New York canal
14 Submarine instrument
15 _ fide
16 Catalog duo

19 Glasgow cap
20 Australian runners
21 Grow molars
22 Your neighbor's kid ?
23 Count on
24 Salon item
27 PCs
28 Domestic swine
31 Town in New York
state
32 Lure
33 Legal lead in
34 Boy stuff duo
37 Record
38 Charlotte's Wilbur &
others
39 Prohibit In law
40 Vain person
41 Narrative
42 Eucharistlc plates
43 Scads
44 Apple part
45 St. Francis* town
48 Freedom from difficulty
49 Pension agcy.
52 Patriotic duo
55 Orifice
56 Smells
57 Tree wrapping
58 Stated
59 Hideaways
60 Women:French
DOWN

1 Unwind
2 Region
3 Thailand
4 Cost for each
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By Ed Canty
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13
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17

19

20
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23

•

31
34
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41
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29

30

21

27

32

33

_
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•

36
39

53

49

57

59

60

5 Dunkin's output
6&&&

7 Blemish
8 Defends
9 Dublin theater
10 Landslide
11 Kind of worm
12 Tahoe
14 Philippine island
17 Unruffled
18 Snakelike fish
22 Pianist Eubie
23 Forays
24
Rica
25 Orthopedist's concerns
26 Harvests
27 Animal disease
28 Port-au-Prince locale
29 Crease-resistant fabric
30 Grunts
32 Empties the canoe
33 Adhesive

By GFR Associates E-Mail: EDC9432@aol.com
Mail: GFR, P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
The answers for the crosswordpuzzle xvill be printed in next week's issue.
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Advertisement information can be obtained
by contacting Terra Tusler, Advertising
Manager at ®lj£^.xyamni by phone, fax or
come by the office in the University Center,
room 104.
Telephone: 824-6090 Fax: 824-6096
Email: terratusler@hotmail.com

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE!
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22
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6
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ADVERTISEMENT
INFORMATION

35 Madrid inhabitant
36 Closer
41 Throw carelessly
42 Sentry's stations
43 Worn down
44 Barrels
45 Vipers
46 Greek portico
47 Asian wrap
48 Paradise
49 Canned meat
50 Dry
51 Requests
53 Born of
54 Big Blue

Quotable Quote
The safest way to double
your money is to fold it
over once and put it
in your pocket "
Kim Hubbard

Classified ads in ®lj£
are free for
all UAH students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Contact ®ljt ^.xyomxii, attention Jennifer
Sharp, Layout Editor at 824-6090 for more
information or bring your ad by our office
in room 104 of the University Center. You
can also contact SUjeltxponent office by fax
at 824-6096,
or
by
email
at
sharpjl@email.uah.edu.
(Deadlineforalt classifieds to beturned inis nolater than 4 p.m. onthe
Monday before the next paper is scheduled to be published. AH free
classifieds will run for tzvo weeks unless otherwise specified.)

